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Curlex@ Sianleeis Have
Corlex Blankets since 1963 have long passed the test of time; and their

proven use has been seen by just about every agency or contractor who has
disturbed soil.

Curlex Blankets have a unique ability to not only "cling" to the soil, but to
cling to its own internal construction, due to the "barbed" fibers. This
reduces soil loss and provides strength in its foundation.

Curlex Blankets also have a natural "mechanical" action, by its ability to
expand and contract during weather conditions. As fibers come in contact
with moisture, it causes the fibers to expand. As the water is released into the
soil, the drying causes contraction of the fibers. This expansion/contraction
helps the fibers dig into the soil, thus the natural mechanical action.

The curled fiber matrix slows water flow velocity and interrupts rain drop
impact on seed and top soil.

Curlex Blankets:

.Help protect seeds from harsh direct sunlight.

.Help reduce the fluctuations in soil temperature
by creating a "blanket" for the germinating seeds.

.Breaks up impact of heavy raindrops, which cause
added soil loss due to the "splashing" effect of
lifted soils.

.Retains moisture, which is later available to the soil.

.Are a renewable resource. Aspen trees are
self-propagating.

. . .

.Are stocked at over 25 company-owned locations
and many distributor-owned facilities.

.Are supported by company representatives who understand their products and the conditions they are used in.

.Have been successfully tested and used by state a~d federal agencies, as well as other outside sources.

.Available in a variety of fiber matrix configurations to meet various site conditions.

.Conform to soil surfaces. Are not rigid, like
some fibers.

. Aspen fibers are biodegradable, acting like a
mulch which adds natural nutrients to the soil.

.Backed by business success that dates back to 1888.

.Vegetation is the ultimate key to the project's
success, and Curlex Blankets have a greenhouse
affect that helps expedite the germination.

.Germinating growth provides "thousands" of small anchors, which in turn aid in "locking" the product to the soil.

.Available with various nettings offering a range
of longevity options.

.Contain no weed seeds (do not have to be treated
to kill foreign weed seeds).

American Excelsior Company produces a large variety of products related to erosion and sediment control.
n

Whether it is Excel@ Pibermulch II, Curlex Blankets or our Tri-Lock concrete revetment system,
American Excelsior is close by. Consult the back cover for the location nearest you.
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CurleJeIDInstallation Instructions
1) FINE GRADE, FERTILIZE, AND SEED BEFORE INSTALLING BLANKET
2) LOCATE BEGINNING OF ROLL USING STARTER SHEET

SLOPES CHANNELS

D= 6x1x611 ga. wire E=8x2x8 11 ga. wire F =2"

8' wide blankets

8' wide blankets

8' wide blankets

G=6" I= Start 31over grade break & trenchH =Start 31over grade break

Product Staple Diagram Staples Seam Overlap Installation

Soils CohesiveNon-.COOesive Cohesive Non-Cohesive Cohesive Non-Cohesive CoIiese Non-Cohesive

Curlex I A A D E -- F H I

Curlexll A A D E -- F H I

QuickGrass A A D E .. F H I

COHESIVESOILS:

I

4' wide blankets

. No overlap required on A
side seams SLOPES

8 Use6."staple length
- Up to 1.5H:1V
.

. Installtheblanket
NON-COHESIVESOILS: verticallyor

8 Use2"sideseamoverlap horizontally.

8 Use 8." staple length . Use 12" staple
spacingon starter

8 Use 6" anchor trench at I row.

top of slope
I

B 4' wide blankets

COHESIVE SOILS:
GHAN NE(..S

8 Use 2" side seam overlap I . Use 12" staple
spacil'1g00 starter

8 Use 6." staple length row.

8 Option: Some installations
. Upstream blanket

may not require over-
should overlap
downstream blanket

lapping on side seams a distance of 12" in
a "shingle" fashion
aod burythe finished
toe at least 6".

C 4' wide blankets

I I CHANNELS
NON-COHESIVESOILS:

8 Use2"sideseamoverlap I . Use 12" staple
spaciilg on starter

8 Use 8." staple length
row.

8 Use 6" transverse anchor . Upstream blanket

trench at 50-ft. intervals should overlap
downstream blanket
a distance of 12" in
a "shingle" fashion
and burythe finished
toe at least 6".

Product Staple Diagram Staples Seam Overlap
(with flow direction)

Soils ColiesiveNon-Cohesive Cohesive Non-Coliesive Cohesive Non-Cohesive

Curl ex' B B D E G G

Curlex II B B D E G G

QuickGrass B B D E G G

Curlex.UI C C D E G G
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DESCRIPTION

A dyed green Aspen wood fiber mat
constructed from curled wood excelsior,
of which 80% is six-inch or longer in
length. It has uniform color and consistent
thickness, and the fibers are evenly
distributed over the entire blanket. Each
blanket is covered with a photo-
degradable, extruded plastic mesh.
Material shall not contain any chemical
additives.

Recommended Use:

Roll Sizes:

i
\ Weight:

Opti,ons:

Curlex@ - HV

i
I---l

~

Recommended Use:

Roll Sizes:

Weight:

DESCRIPTION
The excelsior blanket shall consist of a
heavy weight construction of a machined,
curled wood fiber, produced in a mat form.
Fibers shall consist of 80% six-inch or
longer fibers with consistent thickness and
evenly distributed over the entire areas.
Each side is covered with black, heavy-
duty extruded plastic mesh designed to last
for years. HV fibers are designed for
maximum longevity before degrading to
allow maximum root system development.

Slopes needing long-term protection

3 years



Curlex@ I - Single Net

n DESCRIPTION
A wood machined mat of curled wood
excelsior of 80% six-inch or longer fiber
length. It has consistent thickness, with the
fibers evenly distributed over the entire
area of the blanket. The top of eachblanket
shall be covered with a photo-degradable,
extruded plastic mesh. Material shall not
contain any chemical additives.

Recommended Use: Slopes to Channels to 5 ips or 2.0 lb/sq ft. shear load

Roll Sizes: 4' 180', 4'

Weight: .73 lbs./sq. yd.

8' x 56' (type E-Z)

Options: Also available with a short 30-60 day life-cycle netting.

n
Curlex@ II - Double Net

n Recommended Use: Slopes to

Roll Sizes: 4' 180',

Weight: .73 lbs./sq. yd.

DESCRIPTION

A wood machined mat of curled wood
excelsior of 80% six-inch or longer fiber
length. It has consistent thickness, with the
fibers evenly distributed over the entire
area of the blanket. Both the top and
bottom of each blanket shall be covered
with a photo-degradable, extruded plastic
mesh. Material shall not contain any
chemical additives.

Channels to 7 fps Sandy Soils

8' x 90',
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t:lflt CONTROL

The erosion of highway shoulders and
embankments caused by direct runoff from
impervious road paving is a widespread
problem for federal, state and local depart-
ments of transportation. Highway shoulders
are vulnerable to erosion as soon as the
finished grade is completed. This vulnerability
continues until vegetation becomes fully
established, which can often take from one
to three years.

n When faced with this situation, the Missouri
Department of Transportation (MODOT)
selected American Excelsior Company's
Curlex I@QuickGRASS'" to protect the high-
way shoulders along Route 370 north of St.
Charles, MO. The Rout,e370 project, a three
mile stretch, included major grading, paving
and reclamation work. Because the new
highway was built in the Missouri River
floodplain, fill material was dredged out of
the Missouri River to raise the highway
embankment elevation. This sandy, highly
erodible fill necessitated the addition of a
1.5 m- (5 ft-) wide shoulder or transition strip
adjacent to the concrete.

~

n

After Curlex I QuickGRASS installation, vegetation
is established and the shoulder is protected.

Prime contractor Millstone Bangert Inc. (MBI}
considered using sod to prevent erosion on
the transition strip. However, MBI was con-
cerned that the sod would not establish itself
if hot and dry conditions were encountered
after the July installation. Safety Construction
of St. Louis, MO, the specialty erosion control
subcontractor on the project, proposed the
use of a native grass seed mix and American
Excelsior's Curlex I QuickGRASS blanket
instead of sod.

Benefits:
Green color gives the appearance of
natural turf instantly
Protection for slopes up to 1.5:1 and
channels up to 5 fps
Expedites germination
Holds & releases moisture

Helps control soil surface temperature
fluctuations

Protects against high winds and sun
burnout

Breaks up rain impact to reduce
erosion
Curlex's barbed fibers inter-lock to the
soil for sure adhesion



The proposed blanket was manufactured from
biodegradable Aspen wood fibers (excelsior)
and polypropylene netting combined into 80
sq. yd. rolls. By using only a single netting on
top of the blanket, the barbed excelsior fibers
(80% six-inch or longer) would directly grip
the subgrade and remain intact during severe
weather conditions. The blanket's fibers
would protect the seedbed from erosion by
reducing the impact force from raindrops and
by slowing runoff from pavement. The blanket
would also minimize the likelihood of burnout
and iFlcreasehygroscopic moisture, providing
an excellent microclimate for seed germina-
tion and growth.

Prior to installing Curlex I QuickGRASS, the shoul-
der subgrade is properly prepared and seeded.

MBI selected Curlex I QuickGRASS erosion
control blankets instead of sod. Once the
paving and finished grading were completed,
approximately 55,000 sq. yds. of the green-

Using 8 ft. wide rolls enables Curlex I QuickGRASS
installation to progress quickly and easily

~ dyed Curlex blankets were installed on the
project. The blankets were secured with 11
gauge steel wire staples (approximately 1 sta-
ple/sq. yd.), with additional staples installed
along the pavement edge. This anchorage
offered the blanket superior performance
and longevity.

Curlex I QuickGRASS protects the shoulders from
storm water runoff before vegetation is established.

Following the blanket installation, the weather
in St. Louis was unusually hot and dry.
However, the native fescue and perennial rye
seeds found enough moisture to germinate
and seedlings were established. As the
green color of the Curlex I QuickGRASS
blanket faded, it was replaced with natural
green vegetation.

n
Project

American ;;
Excelsior t!!fi~

Company
EARTH SCIENCE DIVISION

AN EMPLOYEEOWNEDCOMPANY

850 Avenue H East
Arlington, TX 76011
817-640-1555, (800) 777-S0IL
Fax: 817-649-7816
http:\\www.amerexcel.com

r
@ Copyright 1997 American Excelsior Co.
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The Industry Standard for Most
Slope & Channel Protection Needs
This is the one that started it all - the

erosion control blanket that literally
defined an industry: Curlex I. Born in
1963 and thoughtfully refined over the
last four decades, Curlex I continues to
set the standard for the majority of
erosion control blanket requirements.

Material Characteristics

£'\C
.

urlex I is an erosion control blanket
\ ~ombining our unique, barbed Curlex

fiber (aspen excelsior) and a top layer of
polypropylene netting. Other blankets
draw the line at 270g/m2 (1/2 lb/sy), but
not Curlex 1. At just under 400g/m2 (3/4
lb/sy), Curlex I brings 50% more erosion
fighting fiber to your job site. Combine
that with a roll that's 45cm (18 in) wider
than conventional blankets and you've
got today' s best multi-purpose blanket..Roll Dimensions-

2.4mX 27.4m (8 £1X 90 £1)
1.2mX 54.8m (4 £tX 180 it)

~

()

Performance Capabilities.Channels -

Shear Stress: 96Pa (2 psf).Slo~ -
Steepness: 2H:l V

Typical Applications:

m Highway Embankments, Ditches,
Bridge, Approaches and Medians

Landfill Caps and Side Slopes

Pipeline Right-Of-Ways

Golf Course Fairways and Roughs

Mine Site Reclamation Projects

Residential, Industrial, Commercial
and Institutional Site Development



SUGGESTED CURLEX@I SPECIFICATIONS
Section 2720 -Erosion Control Blanket (ECB) n

GENERAL
The Erosion Control Blanket (ECB) is a rolled excelsior matting for the purpose of erosion control and
revegetation. ECB's shall be furnished in plastic bags or paper-wrappers. Each roll shall be labeled to provide
identification sufficient for inventory and quality control purposes.

PRODUCTS
ECB shall be Curlex@I, as manufactured by American Excelsior Company, Arlington, TX (800-777-7645).
ECB shall be made of aspen excelsior with one layer of polypropylene netting stitched together to form a
three-dimensional matrix. ECB shall be free of weed seed and of consistent thickness. Fiber shall be curled

and interlocked to form a mat, shall have barbed edges and shall be evenly distributed. A minimum of 80
percent of the fibers shall be 15cm (6 in) or greater in length. Excelsior color shall be QuickGrass"! (green) or
standard (natural). The ECB shall have the following material characteristics:

Unit Weight 397g/m2
Tensile Strength (MDx XD) 92N x 47N (per 10cm)
Thickness 12.7mm
Roll Dimensions 2.4m x 27.4m

1.2mx 54.8m
Roll Area 66.9m2

Anchors shall be steel wire staples a minimum of 15cm (6 in) in length.

(11.70z/sy)
(63.2Ib/ft x 32.4lb/lf)
(0.5 in)
(8 ftx 90 ft)
(4ftx180ft)
(80sy)

EXECUTION

Before placing ECB, the finished grade shall be inspected by Owner's Representative to insure that it has been r'\
properly compacted; has been graded smooth; has no depressed, void, soft or uncompacted areas; is free from' I
obstructions, such as tree roots, projecting stones or other foreign matter; and has been seeded. Contractor
shall not proceed until all unsatisfactory conditions have been remedied. The extent of ECB shall be as

shown on Drawings. Anchors shall be ins~a.lled as identified on the Drawing stapling pattern detail(s).

Channels: ECB shall be unrolled parallel to the direction of water flow. The first roll shall be centered
longitudinally in the channel and anchored with staples. Subsequent rolls shall be installed outward to the
edges of the channel and be lapped to allow installation of a common row of staples. ECB ends shall be
overlapped sufficiently for a common row of staples with the upstream end on top ("shingled"). Staple the
overlap across the end of each of the overlapping lengths. A trench shall be constructed at the upstream
termination [15cm (6 in) min depth]. ECB shall be stapled to the bottom of the trench. Backfill and compact
the trench.

~

Slopes: ECB shall be oriented in vertical or horizontal strips and anchored with staples. Joints may either be
overlapped to allow for installation of a common row of staples or abutted. Horizontal joints shall be
shingled. Along flanks and where exposed to overland sheet flow from above, construct a termination trench
(staple, backfill and compact).

Disclaimer: CURLEX@ I is a systemfor erosion control and revegetation on slopes and channels. American Excelsior Company (AEC) believes
that the information contained herein to be reliable and accurate for use in erosion control and revegetation applications. However, since
physical conditions vary from job site to job site and even within a given job site, AEC makes no performance guarantees and assumes no
obligation or liability for the reliability or accuracy of information contained herein, for the results, safety or suitability of using CURLEX I, or
for damages occurring in connection with the installation of any erosion control product whether or not made by AEC or its affiliates, except as
separately and specifically made in writing by AEG. These specifications are subject to change without advance notice.

American
Excelsior
Company

850 Avenue H East
Arlington, Texas 76011

n

EARTH SCIENCE DIVISION

800-777-SOIL (7645)
817-640-3624 (fax)
www.curlex.com

~ Form # 235-1099
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Heavy-Duty Blanket for Challenging
Channel & Slope Applications

Getting vegetation established in
stormwater drainage channels with
intermittent, but high flow conditions, is
a big challenge. Many steep slope
applications provide a similar challenge.
Where vegetation can ultimately resist
the erosive forces, but temporary heavy-
duty protection is necessary, Curlex III is
the ideal solution.

(Material Characteristics
Curlex III is an erosion control blanket
made with an extra dose of Curlex fiber
(aspen excelsior) and two heavy-duty
polypropylene nettings. With over 70%
more fiber than our standard product,
Curlex III provides up to 3 to 4 years of
continuous protection before it degrades;
and the durable netting offers an
equivalent service life..Roll Dimensions-

2.4mX 27.4m (8 ftX 67.5 it)
1.2mX 54.8m (4 £1X 135 £1).Unit Weight-
680gm2 (1.251b/sy)

~,

0

Performance Capabilities.Channels -
Shear Stress: 147Pa (3 psf).Slo~ -
Steepness: IH:IV

Typical Applications:

Urban Stormwater Drainage Channels

Highway Ditches and Medians, and
Steep Embankments

Landfill Diversion Channels

(Benches) and Steep Cap Slopes

Pipeline Stream Crossings

Golf Course Drainageways



SUGGESTED CURLEX@III SPECIFICATIONS
Section 2720 -Erosion Control Blanket (ECB) n

GENERAL
The Erosion Control Blanket (ECB) is a rolled excelsior matting for the purpose of erosion control and
revegetation. ECB's shall be furnished in plastic bags or paper-wrappers. Each roll shall be labeled to provide
identification sufficient for inventory and quality control purposes.

PRODUCTS
ECB shall be Curlex@III, as manufactured by American Excelsior Company, Arlington, TX (800-777-7645).
ECB shall be made of aspen excelsior with two layers of polypropylene netting stitched together to form a
three-dimensional matrix. ECB shall be free of weed seed and of consistent thickness. Fiber shall be curled
and interlocked to form a mat, shall have barbed edges and shall be evenly distributed. A minimum of 80
percent ofthe fibers shall be 15cm (6 in) or greater in length. Excelsior color shall be QuickGrassTM(green) or
standard (natural). The ECB shall have the following material characteristics:

Unit Weight 678g/m2
Tensile Strength (MDxXD) 169Nx 136N (per 10cm)
Thickness 21.6mm
Roll Dimensions 2.4mx20.6m

1.2mx41.2m
Roll Area 50.2m2

Anchors shall be steel wire staples a minimum of 15cm (6 in) in length.
I
!

(20 oz/sy)
(116lb/ft x 93.6lb/lf)
(0.85 in)
(8ftx67.5ft)
(4ftx135ft)
(60 sy)

EXECUTION
Beforeplacing ECB,the finished grade shall be inspected by Owner's Representative to insure that it has been rproperly compacted; has been graded smooth; has no depressed, void, soft or uncompacted areas; is free from'
obstructions, such as tree roots, projecting stones or other foreign matter; and has been seeded. Contractor
shall not proceed until all unsatisfactory conditions have been remedied. The extent of ECB shall be as
shown on Drawings. Anchors shall be installed as identified on the Drawing stapling pattern detail(s).

Channels: ECB shall be unrolled parallel to the direction of water flow. The first roll shall be centered
longitudinally in the channel and anchored with staples. Subsequent rolls shall be installed outward to the
edges of the channel and be lapped to allow installation of a common row of staples. ECB ends shall be
overlapped sufficiently for a common row of staples with the upstream end on top ("shingled"). Staple the
overlap across the end of each of the overlapping lengths. A trench shall be constructed at the upstream
termination [15cm (6 in) min depth]. ECB shall be stapled to the bottom of the trench. Backfill and compact
the trench.

.

Slopes: ECB shall be oriented in vertical or horizontal strips and anchored with staples. Joints may either be
overlapped to allow for installation of a common row of staples or abutted. Horizontal joints shall be
shingled. Along flanks and where exposed to overland sheet flow from above, construct a termination trench
(staple, backfill and compact).

Disclaimer: CURLEX@III is a system for erosion control and revegetation on slopes and channels. American Excelsior Company (AEC) believes
that the information contained herein to be reliable and accurate for use in erosion control and revegetation applications. However, since
physical conditions vary from job site to job site and even within a given job site, AEC makes no performance guarantees and assumes no
obligation or liability for the reliability or accuracy of information contained herein,for the results, safety or suitability of using CURLEX III, or
for damages occurring in connection with the installation of any erosion control product whether or not made by AEC or its affiliates, except as
separately and specifically made in writing by AEC. These specifications are subject to change without advance notice.

American
Excelsior
Company

n
EARTH SCIENCE DIVISION
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Bio-Composite Soil Reinforcement For
Long-Term Protection Against Erosion
When conventional erosion control

blankets and vegetation alone are
inadequate for the job of erosion control
and, when heavy armor systems cost more
than necessary and are not aesthetically
pleasing, EnforcerTM provides the optimal
solution.

~
Material Characteristics

Enforcer combines the durability of two
layers of special heavy-duty synthetic
netting with our unique Curlex aspen
excelsior fiber. This stitched composite

0Jrovides the benefits of long-term root
, {einforcement for increased erosion

protection and the ideal micro-climate
for seed germination and establishment of
vegetation.

Performance Capabilities
Enforcer can stabilize a soil veneer layer
on steep slopes and rivals heavy rip-rap
for lining channels, but with the
improved aesthetics of a "green" solution.

Shear Stress Limits:

Channels (vegetated)-
Short duration: O.3SkPa (Spsf)
Long duration: O.29kPa (6 psf)

Slo~ -
Steepness: IH:l V+

Typical Applications:

Urban Stormwater Channels

Highway Ditches & Steep Embankments

Steep Landfill Side Slopes

Streambank Stabilizations

Reinforced Slope Veneers



SUGGESTED ENFORCERTMSPECIFICATIONS
Section 2720 - Bio-Composite Reinforcement Matting (BCRM)

GENERAL
The BCRM is a rolled excelsior matting for the purpose of erosion control and revegetation. BCRMs shall be
furnished in plastic bags or paper-wrappers. Each roll shall be labeled to provide identification sufficient for
inventory and quality control purposes.

()

PRODUCTS
BCRM shall be ENFORCERTM,as manufactured by American Excelsior Company, Arlington, TX (800-777-
7645). BCRM shall be made of aspen excelsior with two layers of heavy polypropylene netting stitched to
form a three-dimensional matrix. BCRM shall be free of weed seed and of consistent thickness. Fiber shall be
curled and interlocked to form a mat, shall have barbed edges and shall be evenly distributed. A minimum of
80 percent ofthe fibers shall be 15cm (6 in) or greater in length. Excelsior color shall be QuickGrassTM(green).
The BCRM shall have the following material characteristics:

Unit Weight 680g/m2
Tensile Strength (MDx XD) 664N x 852N (per 10cm)
Thickness 12.7mm
Roll Dimensions 2.4mx20.3m
Roll Area 48.7m2

Anchors shall be steel wire staples a minimum of 15cm (6 in) in length.

(20 oz/sy)
(456Ib/ft x 584Ib/lf)
(0.5 in)
(8 £1x67.5 £1)
(60 sy)

EXECUTION

Before placing BCRM,the finished grade shall be inspected by Engineer to insure that it has been properly
compacted; has been graded smooth; has no depressed, void, soft or uncompacted areas; is free from
obstructions, such as tree roots, projecting stones or other foreign matter; and has been seeded. Contractor n
shall not proceed until all unsatisfactory conditions have been remedied. The extent of BCRM shall be as
shown on Drawings. Anchors shall be installed as identified on the Drawing stapling pattern detail( s).

Channels: BCRM shall be unrolled paral~el to the direction of water flow. The first roll shall be centered
longitudinally in the channel and anchored with staples. Subsequent rolls shall be installed outward to the
edges of the channel and be lapped to allow installation of a common row of staples. BCRM ends shall be
overlapped sufficiently for a common row of staples with the upstream end on top ("shingled"). Staple the
overlap across the end of each of the overlapping lengths. A trench shall be constructed at the upstream
termination [15cm (6 in) min depth]. BCRM shall be stapled to the bottom ofthe trench. Backfill and compact
the trench.

Slopes: BCRM shall be oriented in vertical strips and anchored with staples. Joints may either be overlapped
to allow for installation of a common row of staples or abutted. Horizontal joints shall be shingled. Along
flanks and where exposed to overland sheet flow from above, construct a termination trench (staple, backfill
and compact).

~
Disclaimer: ENFORCER'. is a systemfor erosion control and revegetation on slopes and channels. American Excelsior Company (AEC) believes
that the information contained herein to be reliable and accurate for use in erosion control and revegetation applications. However, since
physical conditions vary from job site to job site and even within a given job site, AEC makes no performance guarantees and assumes no
obligation or liability for the reliability or accuracy of information contained herein, for the results, safety or suitability of using ENFORCER,
or for damages occurring in connection with the installation of any erosion control product whether or not made by AEC or its affiliates, except
as separately and specifically made in writing by AEC. These specifications are subject to change without advance notice.

American
Excelsior
Company

850 Avenue H East
Arlington, Texas 76011 n

EARTH SCIENCE DIVISION

800-777-SOIL (7645)
817-640-3624 (fax)
www.curlex.com

~
Form # 231-499
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Mechanically-Installed Erosion Control
Blanket to Maximize Job Site Productivity
Success or failure for most contractors is

often tied directly to one key variable -
productivity. How rapidly can the
required scope of work be completed
without compromising the quality
necessary for a successful project? For
erosion control, the answer may very well
be found in the use of RoadRunner TM .

~

Material Characteristics

RoadRunner is the only mechanically-
installed erosion control blanket
currently on the market. This stitched
excelsior blanket of Curlex @ fibers

expedites installation rates by sub-
stantially increasing the area per roll and
by providing an interface for blanket
unrolling that is compatible with skid
steer loaders, tractors and bulldozers.

n Roll SizeLength: 170m (550 ft)
Width: 204m (8 ft)
Area: 409m2 (489 sy)

Performance Capabilities.Channels -
Shear Stress: 0.10kPa (2 psi).Slo~-
Steepness: 2H:1V*
* (Refer to equipment safety manual)

Typical Applications:

Highway Median Strips & Shoulders

Landfill Side Slopes

Pipeline Right-Of-Ways

Golf Course Fairways &Roughs

Mine Reclamations

Residential Commercial & Industrial

Developments



SUGGESTED ROADRUNNERTMSPECIFICATIONS
Section 2720 - Erosion Control Blanket (ECB) -Mechanically-Installed

GENERAL
The Erosion Control Blanket (ECB) is a rolled excelsior matting for the purpose of erosion control and
revegetation, using mechanical installation equipment. ECBs shall be furnished in plastic bags or paper-
wrappers. Each roll shall be labeled to provide identification sufficient for inventory and quality control
purposes.

n

PRODUCTS
ECB shall be ROADRUNNERTM,as manufactured by American Excelsior Company, Arlington, TX (800-777-
7645). ECB shall be made of aspen excelsior with one layer of polypropylene netting (top side) stitched to
form a three-dimensional matrix. ECB shall be free of weed seed and of consistent thickness. Fiber shall be
curled and interlocked to form a mat, shall have barbed edges and shall be evenly distributed. A minimum of
80 percent ofthe fibers shall be 15cm (6 in) or greater in length. Excelsior color shall be QuickGrassTM(green)
or standard (natural). The ECB shall be furnished with a hollow, cardboard core [10cm (4 in) in diameter] to
allow handling by equipment during installation and shall have the following material characteristics:

Unit Weight 400glm2 (11.7 oz/sy)
Tensile Strength (MD x XD) 92N x 47N (per 10cm) (63lb/ft x 32lb/lf)
Roll Width 2.4m (8 it)
Roll Length 170m (550 it)
Roll Area 409m2 (489 sy)

Anchors shall be steel wire staples a minimum of 15cm (6 in) in length.

EXECUTION

Before placing ECB, the finished grade shall be inspected by Engineer to insure that it has been properly n
compacted; has been graded smooth; has no depressed, void, soft or uncompacted areas; is free from
obstructions, such as tree roots, projecting stones or other foreign matter; and has been seeded. Contractor
shall not proceed until all unsatisfactory conditions have been remedied. The extent of ECB shall be as
shown on Drawings. Anchors shall be inst.a.lled as identified on the Drawing stapling pattern detail( s).

ECB shall be unrolled parallel to the direction of water flow using an appropriate material handling device
mounted on standard construction equipment (e.g., skid steer loader, tractor or bulldozer). Safe operating
limits of the equipment shall dictate the steepness limits to which the ECB can be mechanically installed. In
no case shall the safe operating limi~ of the equipment be exceeded.

~

The ECB widths shall be slightly lapped to allow installation of a common row of staples. ECB ends shall be
overlapped sufficiently for a common row of staples with the upstream/uphill end on top ("shingled"). Staple
the overlap across the end of each of the overlapping lengths. For channel applications, installl-staple every
12" around perimeter. A trench shall be constructed at the upstream termination [15cm (6 in) min depth].
ECB shall be stapled to the bottom of the trench. Backfill and compact the trench. For slope applications, the
uphill termination shall either be extended 1m (-3 ft) beyond the crest oftheslope and stapled, or buried in a
trench as in channel applications.

Disclaimer: ROADRUNNER'" is a system for erosion control and revegetation on slopes and channels. American Excelsior Company (AEC)
believes that the information contained herein to be reliable and accurate for use in erosion control and revegetation applications. However,
since physical conditions vary from job site to job site and even within a given job site, AEC makes no performance guarantees and assumes no
obligation or liability for the reliability or accuracy of information contained herein, for the results, safety or suitability of using
ROADRUNNER, or for damages occulTing in connection with the installation of any erosion control product whether or not made by AEC or its
affiliates, except as separately and specifically made in writing by AEC. These specifications are subject to change without advance notice.
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Company

850 Avenue H East
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EARTH SCIENCE DIVISION

800-777-SOIL (7645)
817-640-3624 (fax)
www.curlex.com
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SiltT
TM

Excelsior Buffer Strip to Capture
Sediment Before It Washes off Job Site

Dirty water and mud washing into the
streets - there are few things in
construction which pose such a nuisance
and at the same time, such a difficult
challenge. However, ignoring it is simply
not an option. Today's engineers are faced
with stringent EPA water quality
discharge requirements, including
NPDES, and even more stringent
upcoming regulation and enforcement. So

('filter the water first with SiltTRAP.

~ Material Characteristics

SiltTRAP offers a unique way of installing
a temporary buffer strip to capture
sediment before it washes away filling
gutters, clogging pipes, killing fish and
generally creating a mess. The unique

0.urlex excelsior fibers in SiltTRAP filter
soil from the runoff and greatly reduce off-
site problems without trenching, staking,
weed seeds, eyesores and disposal
hassles. And, since SiltTRAP fibers are

biodegradable, you can install it and
forget it.

Physical Properties.Roll Dimensions:
1.2m (4 ft) x 54.gm (180 ft)
204m (8 ft) x 27o4m (gOft).Color:

QuickGrass TM (green).Anchors:
15cm (6 in) staples

Typical Applications:

Along back edge of curb &

gutter structures

Along edge of concrete &

asphalt pavements

Around perimeter of residential, com-
mercial & industrial construction sites



SUGGESTED SiitTRApTM SPECIFICATIONS
Section 2720 -Fiber Buffer Strip (FBS) n

GENERAL
The Fiber Buffer Strip (FBS) is an excelsior matting for the purpose of sediment capture at the perimeter of
activity earthwork projects, and along curbs and paved surfaces. FBS shall be furnished in plastic bags or
paper-wrappers. Each roll shall be labeled to provide identification sufficient for inventory and quality
control purposes.

PRODUCTS
FBS shall be SiltTRApTM,as manufactured by American Excelsior Company, Arlington, TX (800-777-7645).
FBS shall be made of aspen excelsior with one layer of polypropylene netting stitched to form a three-
dimensional matrix. FBS shall be free of weed seed and of consistent thickness. Fiber shall be curled and

interlocked to form a mat, shall have barbed edges and shall be evenly distributed. A minimum of 80 percent
ofthe fibers shall be 15cm (6 in) or greater in length. Excelsior color shall be QuickGrassTM(green). The FBS
shall have the following material characteristics:

Roll Dimensions 2.4m x 27.4m
1.2mx 54.gm

Roll Area 67m

Anchors shall be steel wire staples a minimum of15cm (6 in) in length.

(8 ftxgO £1)

(4ft x 180ft)
(80 sy)

EXECUTION
Before placing FBS, the finished grade shall be inspected by Engineer to insure that it has been properly
compacted; has been graded smooth; has no depressed, void, soft or uncompacted areas and, is free from
obstructions, such as tree roots, projecting stones or other foreign matter. Contractor shall not proceed until f""\
all unsatisfactory conditions have been remedied. The extent ofFBS shall be as shown on Drawings. r ,
If FBS is being used as a temporary buffer, seeding may not be necessary. However, due to its unique ability to
expedite germination, it is recommended that the area have final grading and seeded. This will allow for early
germination and possible elimination of sod costs later on.

FSB shall be located at the perimeter of the site along undisturbed vegetation, paved surfaces or and/or the
back side of curbs. Where large contributory areas or steep slopes are encountered, multiple strips may be
required. Anchor with staples at the rate of 1 staple/m 2 (or per yd 2).FBSshall not be installed for sediment
capture purposes where concentrated flow conditions (channelized flow) from above are anticipated [see
Sediment Logs@].

~
Disclaimer: SiltTRAP'" is a systemfor sediment capture on slopes. American Excelsior Company (AEC) believes that the information contained
herein to be reliable and accurate for use in erosion control and revegetation applications. However, since physical conditions vary from job
site to job site and even within a given job site, AEC makes no performance guarantees and assumes no obligation or liability for the reliability
or accuracy of information contained herein, for the results, safety or suitability of using SiltTRAP, orfor damages occurring in connection with
the installation of any erosion control product whether or not made by AEC or its affiliates, except as separately and specifically made in
writing by AEC. These specifications are subject to change without advance notice.

American
Excelsior
Company

850 Avenue H East
Arlington, Texas 76011 n
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ex~
SEDIMENTLO«B @

Excelsior Fiber Log to Reduce Hydraulic
En,ergy {7Filter Sediment-Laden Runoff
Tired of lugging hay bales around and
willching bale checks get hlown out?
fed 11p with spm1[Hn~all lhul lime <1nd
dfofl li'\slallil1gsilt [Ct1(',('.only to sse il get
kl1(}ckerldown the first tJmc il rains or a
good wind ComeSnlong" And how about
havIng lo eo back and remove those worn
out silt fonces?
Nnxl. lhlla. try Curlex Sediment Logs
ins ls;)d,

Simple inslallation itHows one laborer to
col11forLublyhandle and install 6m (20 It)
ofSecHmentLugin only 1(Iminutes,

Physical Properties
. Diaml~(ers:

TypeI-50cn,(20Jn)
Type II -30,48cm (12 in).Length:
3,O5m (10 ft)

- Matcriul Characteristics
ThE:Sedimen~Logwrapping is mOldeup of
a durab1e, open weave/ containment
mash, The inside core is filled with 100%
Curiex A~pen excelsior woad fibers, The
fibers art,) cmled and have soft inter-
locking barbs Lhl'lt f'.xpand whorl wet. The
fibers pr'otrude through the containment
f;~hric,allowing intimate contact with the
soil coudiliolls, They 111socome wiUllhree
other benefits: no trenching, no weed
seedS(lnd no disposal hassles,

~
I

Typical Appliculiom;:

Q DiLch checks & energy dissipaters

0 Perimeter barrier structures

0 Across culvert intakes & ouLfalls

0 Around drop inlet structures

0 Streambank stabill7.ations

0 Shoreline & inlet protection

r.:JPipeline crossings
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